The spectral decomposition property has been instrumental in developing a local spectral theory for closed operators acting on a complex Banach space. This paper gives some necessary and sufficient conditions for a closed operator to possess the spectral decomposition property.
induce a locally convex topology on Wx and W2, respectively. For i = 1,2 let V¡ be the subset of Wi on which every function can be extended to be continuous on Uj. For f e Vx , g e V2, the norms \\f\\Vi=sup{\\f(X)\\:XeUx}, \\g\\V2 = sup{\\g(X)\\:XeU2} make (f7,, || • lit/) and (*2»ll ' II k) Banach spaces. For x G X, p g Ux and X € U2, define (1.1) a(x,p,X) = (p-X)~Xx.
For fixed x G X and X G C2, a(x,-,A) is called an elementary element of Vx . Denote by V the subspace of Vx which is spanned by the elementary elements of Vx . For x* G X*, peUx and X e U2, define (1.2) a(x* ,p,X) = (p -X)~ x*.
For fixed x* G X* and p <E Ux , call q(x*,/i,-) and elementary element of V2. (1.4) <t>(f) = ^nJr(p-X)-x(x,g(p))dp = (x,g(X)).
The last equality holds because g(oo) = 0. The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of [3, Lemma 9 .1].
1.1. Lemma. Let UX,U2 be complementary simple sets. With V, V¡ and Wi (i = 1,2), as defined above, there exists a linear manifold Y in W2 and a norm on Y such that (i) Y is a Banach space isometrically isomorphic to V* :
(ii) V2CY; (iii) the mappings V2 -► Y and Y -► W2 are continuous; (iv) the inner product between V and V2, defined by (1..3), can be extended to an inner product between V and Y in conjunction with the isometric isomorphism between Y and V*, as asserted by (i).
Some dual properties
For an operator T G Cd(X), define an operator 77 on F by
DH = {/ G V: Tf(p) eV}, (Hf)(p) = (p-T)f(p).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.1. Lemma. The operator H is closed and densely defined on V.
Proof. For / = a(x,-,X) with x G DT, one has /G DH and
The linear span of all elementary elements being dense in V, the operator H is densely defined.
Let {/"} De a sequence in DH such that f"-*f and 77/n -► g, for some functions / and g . T being closed, it follows from (Hfn)(p) = (p-T)fn(p), that /eöH and
Thus Ü is closed. G
The next lemma defines the dual 77* of 77. Henceforth, g will denote a typical element of V* = Y.
Lemma. The dual operator of H is defined by
Proof. For f(p) = a(x,p,X) with x G DT and X G U2 fixed, and g G DH., (2.1), (1.3) and (1.4) imply
where x, as a function of p G U x, is an element of Vx . It follows from x = èi ST.{ß~X)~lxdk=^i La{x,tl'X)dx' that x G V, where T* is a closed C -Jordan curve with the clockwise orientation that contains Y in its interior. Furthermore, with the help of (1.4), one obtains
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that (2.5) (f,H*g)= (x,-limXg(X)^ + ((X-T)x,g(X))
x,-limXg(X) + (X-T) g(X)).
I->oo
In fact, / = a(x,-,X) and since (f,H*g) and (x, -limx_tooXg(X)) are bounded linear functional of x, so is ((X -T)x, g(X)). Thus g(X) G DT. , for every X € U2 and hence the last equality of (2.5) holds. Now (2.5) combined with (1.3) and (1.4), gives (f,H*g) = (x,(H*g)(X)) and hence 77* is expressed by (2.2) . o Define the map x: V* -> X* by xg = lim.k^ooXg(X). Then 77*, given by (2.2) , is expressed by (2.6) (H*g)(X) = -xg + (X-T*)g(X).
2.3. Lemma. Let x* G X*. Then x* g DT. iff there exists g G DH. such that rg = x*.
Proof. First, assume that there is g g DH. such that rg = x*. Since 77* g g V*, the following limit exists lim T*Xg(X) = lim XT*g(X).
A-»oo X-»oo Furthermore, linr^^ Xg(X) also exists and since T is closed, we have x* = xg = lim Xg(X) G DT..
X-»oo
Conversely, for every x* G DT., the corresponding elementary element a(x* ,p,-) with pe Ux fixed, is in Z)^. . It follows from (1.2), that x(-a) = -lim Xa(x*, p, X) = x* and the proof reaches its conclusion by setting g = -a. \\(-H*g,g)\\n = (n-x\\H*g\f + \\g\?)xl2. For each xn , we may choose gn € DH. such that (3.6) (if1 \\H*(gn+x -gn)\\2 + \\gn+x -gn)\\2)x/2 < 2||x*+1 -x*||" and xgn = x*. Relations (3.5) and (3.6) imply that both {gn} and {H* gn) converge. Put g = lim^^ gn. H* being closed, one has g G DH, and H* g = lim^^ 77*^ . Then Lemma 2.3 implies that x* = xg G DT.. Since it follows that DT., endowed with the norm (3.4), is a Banach space. To show that the norms (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent, let x* G DT. and g = a(x*, p, •) with pG Ux fixed. Since xg = x*, one has (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ll*l,<(»fVVl|2 + ll*l|2)1/2
where Ô = dist(/i, U2). In view of (3.7), there exists K > 0 such that (3.8) ||x*H, < ^(||x*||2 + ||r*x*||2)1/2 = Kv\\x%.. For every x e X, define a continuous linear functional y/ on D, by (3.11) y(x*) = (x,x*), x*eD. 
where T has a clockwise orientation. We know that (0,x) is an element of X® X . We may also consider (0,x) as an element of F © F and hence (0, x) can be assumed to be an element of V** © V" .
Thus, we have
where (0,x)~ is the equivalence class of (0,x) in (V** © V**)/(vG(H*)) . Consequently, K x = (0,x)~ .
Denote by (0,x)~ the equivalence class of (0,x) in (V@V)/G(H). Proof. First, we establish (4.1). Let x e N. Since, for every e > 0, there is / G DH such that ||x -77/|| < e, it follows from (3.13) that ïîmn^0 ||x||, < e. e being arbitrary, it follows that lim 0 ||x|| = 0. Conversely, suppose that ||x|| -»0 as z;->0. Then, for every e > 0, there exists n > 0 such that ||x|| < e and hence ||x -77/|| < e for some / G DH.
Next, we prove (4.2). It is a straightforward consequence of (3.4) that M c {x* G D: ||x*||, is bounded for n > 0}.
Conversely, suppose that x* G D and ||x*|| is bounded for n > 0, i.e. there exists R > 0 such that inf{(«||77*g||2 + ||g||2)1/2,Tg = x*}<JR, « = 1,2,....
Then, for every « , there exists gn e DH. satisfying conditions (4.3) n\\H*gn\\2 + \\gf<R2 and T¿r"=x*.
In view of (4.3), the sequences {gn} and {H*gn} are bounded and hence the sequence {(77*^,^)} is bounded. Consequently, {(-H* gn,gn)} has a cluster point (h, g) in V* ® V*, with respect to the weak* topology of V* ® V*. Since vG(H*) is closed with respect to the same topology, one has {h, g} G vG(H*), i.e. h = -H*g. It follows from ||77*gJ < Tí2/« that ||77*g|| = 0.
On the other hand, for every x G X, K*x = (0,x)~ G (V ® V)/G(H). Therefore, ( x,x*) = (x,xgn) = (x,K(-H*gn,gn)) = (K*x,(-H*gn,gn)).
Since (-H*g,g) is also a cluster point of {(-H*gn ,gn)} in the weak* topology of vG(H*), the latter being the dual space of (V ® V)/G(H), we have (x,x*) = (K*x,(-H*g,g)) = (x,K(-H*g,g)) = (x,xg).
Thus xg = x* and hence x* G M. Expression Thus {(x*, gn, H*gn)} is bounded in D ® G(H*). By Lemma 3.1 and the previous paragraph, D®G(H*) is the dual of a Banach space and {(x* ,gn ,H*gn)} has a cluster point (x*, g, H*g) in the weak* topology of D © (7(77*). Since (3.11) defines a continuous linear functional on D for every x G X, it follows that x* is also a cluster point of {x*} in the weak* topology of X*. Now it follows from the inequalities (x,x*) = (x,xgn) = (x,K(-H*gn,gn)) = (K*x,(-H*gn,gn)) that, for x eX, one has (x,x*) = (K*x,(-H*g,g)) = (x,K(-H*g,g)) = (x,xg). We recall the definition of the central topic of this paper.
Definition. An operator T g C(X) is said to have the spectral decomposition property (SDP) if, for every finite open cover {G(}"=0 of C (or a(T) )
, where G0 is a neighborhood of infinity (i.e. its complement Gq is compact in C), there exists a system {^}"=0 of invariant subspaces under T satisfying the following conditions:
(I) X{ c DT if Gi (1 < i < n) is relatively compact; (II) o(T\X7)cGi (0 <*<«); (III) X = Y,UXi-
The theory based on this property is greatly simplified by the fact [3, Corollary 6.3] that T has the SDP iff it has the two-summand spectral decomposition property that corresponds to n = 1. The theory also involves the concept of the spectral manifold X(T,H) = {x G X: o(x, T) c 77}, where 77 c C and a(x,T) is the local spectrum at x G X, and the concept of the T-bounded spectral maximal space E(T,F) for F c C compact. The T-bounded spectral maximal space E(T,F) is associated to X(T,F) [3, Theorem 4.34] by
X(T,F) = E(T,F)®X(T,0) and o(T\E(T ,F)) = o(T\X(T ,F)).
The given operator T may enjoy two specific properties: T is said to have property (ß) [ (ii) T*¡Z is the dual of T\Z iff T*/Z is closed.
Proof, (i) is evident.
(ii): If T*¡ZL is the dual of T\Z then clearly T*¡Z is closed. Conversely, assume that T*/Z is closed. Then, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that G(T*¡Z ) is topologically isomorphic to G(T*)/G(T*\Z ). The following equalities vG{T*) = (G(T)f ; G(T*\Z^) = G(T*) n (ZX © ZX)
imply that both G(T*) and (7(7/*|Z ) are closed in the weak* topology of X* ®X*. Then, it follows easily that G(T*/Z ) is closed in the weak* topology of X*/ZX ® X*/ZL . It follows from Lemma 5.2 that DT. is total and hence DT./Z± is total.
Quoting again Lemma 5.2, it follows that T* /Z is the dual of a densely defined closed operator U €.Cd(Z).
The assumption Z c DT implies that T\Z is bounded. Let (x*)~ be the equivalence class of x* G X* in X*/Z . Then, for every x* G DT. and x G Dv , one has (Tx,x*) = (x,F*x*) = {x,(T*/ZX)(x*D = (C/x,(x*)~) = (Ux,x*).
Since DT. is total, (5.2) implies that Tx = Ux, for each x G Du . Since T|Z is bounded and U is a densely defined closed operator, it follows that U = T|Z and hence T*/Z is the dual of T\Z . a Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem. To prove (5.8b), let x* G M. There exists g G DH. such that H* g = 0 and rg = x*, or equivalently, (X-T*)g(X) = xg = x*, XeU2.
Thus it follows that o(x* ,T*)c U2CGX
and hence x* G X*(T* ,GX). Since g(X) G V* implies lim^^ \g(X)\ = 0, it follows from [3, Lemma 5.11 ] that x* G E*(T* ,GX). Therefore, M c E*(T* ,GX). Now [3, Theorem 9.4] implies that E*(T* ,GX) is weak* closed and hence Mw c E*(T* ,GX). Now (5.8) and Theorem 4.2 imply (5.9) (X(T,G0)f C N1-= MW cH'(f ,GX).
With GQ fixed, we may choose a sequence of open sets {(?"} such that n~ i G" -Gq = FQ and {G0,Gn} covers C for every n. Then (5.9) implies that (X(T,G0)f cE*(T*,Gn) for every«.
Consequently, oo (5.10) (*(7\S0))X cf)E*(T* ,Gn) = E\r ,F0).
n=l Combining (5.10) with the evident inclusion (X(T,G0)) dE*(T* ,F0), one finds (5.11) (X(T,G0))±=E*(T*,F0).
Since E*(T* ,F0) is invariant under T*, (5.11) implies that X(T,G0) is invariant under T. In fact, for every x G X(T, G0) D DT and x* G H*(T*, F0), one has (Tx,x*) = (x,T*x*) = 0 so that X(T,G0) is invariant under T. Furthermore, we shall show that (5.12) o(T\X(T,G0))cG0.
Let x G X(T,G0) and choose a sequence {xn} c Z(r,G0) such that xn -> x. Let xn() denote the local resolvent of T at xn . By property (ß), the convergence (X-T)xn(X)=xn-+x, Xe(G0)c implies xn(X) -* f(X) and (X -T)f(X) = x .
Therefore o(x, T) c G0 . On the other hand, for every X G (G0)c, we have o(xn(X),T) = o(x",T)cG0, so xn(X) G ^(r,G0) and hence x(X) e X(T,G0) for X G (C70)r. Then, by a known property [5, see also 3, Proposition 2.7], inclusion (5.12) follows. Now we are in a position to show that T has the SDP. Let {(70 , (7,} be an open cover of C with G0 a neighborhood of infinity and (7, relatively compact. analytic on G. T has property (>3), in this stronger version, if for any sequence of T-analytic functions {fn: G -+ DT}, the condition (X -T)fn(X) -> 0 (as « -► oo ) in the strong topology of X and uniformly on every compact subset of G implies that fn (X) -► 0 in the strong topology of X and uniformly on every compact subset of G.
It follows from the definition of the operator 77 and Lemma 2.2 in §2 that both Tf(p) and T*g(X) are analytic. Consequently, Theorem 5.5 holds if we use the above-mentioned stronger version of property (ß) in (iv) and (v).
